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electoral rolls has been raised by amending certain pro-
visions in the Bill in regard to qualifications. Six seats in
the Federal Upper Chamber were reserved for women. A
new Clause to the effect that " a person shall not be dis-
qualified by sex from being appointed to any civil post under
the Crown in India/' subject to exceptions which might be
prescribed by the Secretary of State, the Governor-General,
or the Governor, was inserted in the Bill.
Several amendments were moved in order to simplify,
as far as possible, the intricate position of the Judicature
under the new Constitution. One important amendment
provides that appeal to the Privy Council is to lie as of
right in " constitutional cases/'
After devoting as many as 61 Parliamentary days to
the consideration of the Bill, it obtained a third reading
in the House of Lords on July 24 and was passed " amid
a congratulatory murmur/'
CL THE   ROYAL   ASSENT
The Government of India Bill received the Royal Assent
on August 2, 1935, and became an Act.1 From a continuous
account of the various stages through which the proposals
embodied in the Act emerged, and a survey of facts on which
the constitutional edifice is built, such as I have attempted
in these pages, the reader is now familiar with the complex
character of this " Constitution for a Continent/' It should
be noted that in the process of the making of Federal India,
Indian affairs are brought in closer contact with the British
Parliament. The Council of the Secretary of State is
abolished, but he may appoint not fewer than three or more
than six advisers. For all practical purposes the position of
the Secretary of State for India will remain as it is to-day ;
but the adoption of the Order in Council procedure will be
helpful in keeping both the Houses of Parliament informed
1 25 and 26 Geo. V, c. 42.

